
 Stitchers Angel Needle-Keeper 
 
Supplies you will need for this project: 
4x8 inch dark green plaid piece of wool for the body of your needle-keeper  

(**you will fold your green plaid in half to create needle-keeper) 

3-inch square piece of pink plaid wool for your heart appliqué background  
3-inch square piece of light green wool for large heart  
3-inch square cream wool for inside of needle-keeper 
2-inch square piece of cream wool for small heart 
one tiny heart button for center of wool appliqué  
four tiny buttons for embellishing front of needle-keeper 
two medium buttons for inside needle-keeper 
one large button for handle of needle-keeper 
1/3 yard of red ric rac for handle  
coordinating threads for stitching 
basic sewing supplies 
 
 
General Instructions: 
Fold your green plaid in half to create the outside of your needle-keeper 
From your light green wool cut one large heart 
From your cream wool cut one small heart 
With pinking shears cut pink plaid wool to measure 2½-inches square 
Sew tiny heart button to center of cream wool heart 
Using a complimentary thread color blanket stitch cream wool heart to center of green wool 
heart 
And then blanket stitch green wool heart to center of pink plaid square 
 
Choose a second complimentary thread color and running stitch your pink plaid square to 
outside front of 4x8 inch dark green plaid  
 
Open needle-keeper and position 3-inch cream wool square inside the front so that it lines up 
closely along where the top edge of your pink plaid square is on the outside front (you can use 
running stitches as a guideline) 
 
Position one medium button in the top left and top right corners of your cream wool square 
and sew into place.  This will secure the cream wool square to the inside of your needle-keeper.  
Try to position these buttons in such a way that when you sew your four tiny buttons to the 
front in the next step, the tiny buttons will cover your stitches for the medium buttons.  It also 
helps if you use a thread that is close in color to your wools and will not show as much. 
 
Close needle-keeper and sew four tiny buttons to the corners of your pink plaid wool square 
making sure not to sew all the way through your cream wool square on the inside 
 
Position ric rac in the fold of your needle-keeper so that it is centered & evenly hangs out the 
left and right sides.  Make sure that the bottom edges of your needle-keeper still line up.  
Running stitch ric rac into place with a contrasting thread color.  Bring loose ends together to 
form your handle and stitch together.  Sew large button over raw ends  
 
Put your favorite stitching needles and a few pins inside or even a safety-pin with some 
delightful buttons.  Next, find a handy place for your new needle-keeper to hang! 

Large Heart 

Small Heart 


